
 

Abstract—In the present study, the process of decolorization of 

wastewater contaminated with Eriochrome Black T (EBT) was 

analyzed and optimized. The removal of the dye was performed using 

a photochemical adsorption/degradation with TiO2 in the presence of 

hν. The interaction between the concentration of EBT, the amount of 

photocatalyst and the contact time and their influence on the process 

yield was analyzed and optimized using the Response Surface 

Methodology (RSM) and Differential Evolution (DE) algorithm. In 

the experimental phase, a maximum of 75.35% efficiency was 

obtained. Through the considered RSM and DE approach, a 98.9% 

efficiency was reached, proving the capability of the optimizer to 

improve performance. 

 

Keywords— Eriochrome Black T, decolorization, modelling, 

optimization. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Numerous studies and various physicochemical methods 

were proposed and used during the past decades for 

decolorization of industrial effluents. [1-4]. However, since 

every single industry from textile to pharmaceuticals, from food 

to automotive is nowadays a constant consumer of natural 

and/or artificial dyes and pigments, the interest in 

decolorization technologies is constantly increasing [5-7]. The 

azo-dyes are one of the main classes of industrial dyes, 

generally recognized for their toxicity and stability towards 

common physicochemical treatments [8].  

Eriochrome black T (EBT) is a representative azo-dye with 

applications in many industries (textile, rubber, paper, 

pharmaceutical industry, cosmetics) and its elimination from 

effluents is of outmost importance. Therefore, a large number of 

procedures were conceived for EBT degradation and/or 

decolorization in wastewaters [9-17]. A particular attention was 

devoted to photo-decolorization of EBT, where various 

compounds with photochemical activity such as ZnO [12, 13], 
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TiO2 [18, 19], SnO2 [16] and others [9, 11, 17, 20].  

Although the mechanism, the kinetics and influence of 

various parameters towards photochemical decolorization of 

EBT were extensively studied, only few attempts to optimize 

the EBT photo-decolorization process are reported [21, 22] and 

all of them are based on the classic optimization procedure 

proposed by Box and Hunter [23]: the response surface 

methodology (RSM).  

In this context, the aim of the current work is to emphasize the 

role of Artificial Intelligence based approaches in enhancing the 

optimization of photo-decolorization of Eriochrome Black T. 

The classic optimization technique RSM was applied for EBT 

photo-decolorization in presence of commercial TiO2 and the 

results were further analyzed and improved using Differential 

Evolution (DE) algorithm. The experimental results show up to 

a 25% increase of the process efficiency when DE was used, 

proving that classic optimization results can be boosted using 

modern technologies. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A. Materials 

EBT powder, supplied by S.C. ChimReactiv S.A., and 

bi-distilled water were used to prepare the dye solutions. 

Common commercial TiO2 powder (M-1319) supplied at FCC 

purity grade by Mayam [24] was used as such during this study. 

The TiO2 powder was characterized by SEM and EDX analysis 

and successfully applied for photochemical decolorization of 

methylene blue and black liquor [25, 26].  

B. Equipment 

The UV light source was a Biocomp UV-lamp with 

wavelength of 253.7± 0.8 nm. The intensity of incident UV 

radiation was measured using a GUVA S12SD sensor. The 

concentration change of EBT, determined by correlation with 

the solution’s absorbance at 535 nm, were recorded with a 

JASCO V-550 UV-Vis spectrophotometer. To avoid the 

settling of TiO2 particles, the UV irradiation of the samples was 

performed under continuous stirring. After irradiation the TiO2 

powder was separated from the solutions using a BHG Hermle 

centrifuge. Disposable disc filters 0.45 μm were used for 

particle separation.  
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C. Experimental design 

In accordance with the RSM optimization procedure a 

minimum number of relevant experiments were statistically 

programmed in order to determine the optimal value of three 

representative parameters. These parameters and their limits 

were selected based on the data provided by literature and 

previous studies [26].  The designated variables were: (Z1) – the 

amount of TiO2; (Z2) – the irradiation time and (Z3) – the EBT 

concentration. The variation range and the actual values of the 

independent variables used for this study are presented in Table 

1.  

 
TABLE I: THE REAL AND CODED VALUES FOR THE INDEPENDENT VARIABLES 

Coded 

factors 
X -1.215 -1 0 1 1.215 

Factor on 

natural 

scale 

Z1 0.0065 0.2 1.1 2 2.1935 

Z2 138.75 300 
105

0 

180

0 
1961.25 

Z3 0.325 10 55 100 109.675 

 

D. Experimental procedure 

In accordance with the experimental programming, the 

samples of EBT solution with required concentration, without 

any supplementary pH adjustments, were mixed with the 

adequate amount of TiO2 and exposed to UV for a well-defined 

period of time. The decolorization efficacy was checked by 

measuring the solution absorbance at 535 nm. A calibration 

curve (Fig. 1) with 99.78 coefficient of determination (R
2
) was 

used for the absorbance – concentration translation.  The 

efficacy of EBT photo-decolorization was calculated using the 

following equation (1): 
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where [EBT]i and [EBT]f are the concentration of EBT g/L 

before and after the irradiation. 
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Fig. 1. Absorbance - concentration calibration. 

 

E. Differential Evolution algorithm 

In order to optimize the process, an alternative to the standard 

RSM approach was also applied. It is represented by a 

bio-inspired algorithm based on the Darwinian principle of 

evolution: Differential Evolution (DE). This approach belongs 

to the population based meta-heuristic class and it was chosen 

based on its flexibility and efficiency [27]. DE is among the 

most popular evolutionary algorithm and has large applicability, 

being successfully applied for a variety of problems. DE has a 

simple structure (Fig. 2), the optimization process relying on a 

series of steps: i) parameter setting and population initialization 

– where the control parameters are manually set and the 

population is initialized using a random based approach; ii) 

mutation – where a new mutated population is created based on 

the current generation using a strategy called differentiation; iii) 

crossover – where the characteristics of the individuals from the 

mutated population are combined with the ones of the 

individuals from the current one, resulting in a new population 

called trial; iv) selection – where based on a greedy approach, 

the next generation population is formed from the current and 

trial population.  

Stop criteria

Crossver

Selection

NoYes

STOP

START

Mutation

Parameter setting & 
population initialization

 
Fig. 2. Schema of the DE algorithm. 

 

The steps mutation, crossover and selection and repeated until a 

stop criterion is reached. In this work, the stop criterion is 

represented by the number of generations reaching a pre-set 

limit. The DE algorithm has a reduced number of parameters: 

population dimension, number of generations, F (scaling factor) 

and Cr (crossover rate). In the initial version, F and CR were 

fixed. However, taking into account the sensibility of the 

algorithm to these parameters, strategies for their variations 

were proposed. Therefore, in this work, 3 variants of DE were 

employed (classical, JADE, and SADE) using the Mealpy 

framework [28]. 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

It is obvious that the efficacy of the photo-decolorization is 

directly dependent upon each one of the designated variables: 

the EBT concentration, the amount of TiO2 and the irradiation 

time. The combined effect of these key factors was 

experimentally studied by changing their values in a carefully 

chosen ranges (Table 1), following the design of experiments 

(DOE) approach. The MINITAB software (Minitab Institute, 

USA) was used to process the experimental results. A full 

second order polynomial model was obtained by multiple 

regression technique. The regression equation in terms of actual 

factors (uncoded units) is presented bellow (Eq. 2):  
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 (2) 

 

By setting one variable at constant value (equal with the 

median value of the variation range) three dimensional plots 

were drawn, that display the decolorization efficacy evolution 

as function of the two remaining variables as in Fig. 3 a, b, c.  

 

 
Fig. 3. Surface plot efficiency vs: a – amount of TiO2 and irradiation 

time at EBC concentration of 0.055 g/L, b - amount of TiO2 and EBT 

concentration at irradiation time t = 1050 s, c – EBT concentration and 

irradiation time at TiO2 amount of 1.1 g/L. 

 

The analysis of the 3-D plots and contour plots allows the 

visualization of maximum and/or minimum points, which leads 

to accurate identification of the optimal values and shows the 

impact of the selected parameters over the decolorization 

efficiency.  

 

 

Fig. 4. The effects of EBT concentration and amount of catalyst on the 

process efficiency: a – 3D response surface, b – 2D contour plot. 

 

The simultaneous effect of the EBT concentration and of the 

amount of TiO2 on the decolorization efficacy is presented in 

Figs 4A and 4B. 

 
Fig. 5. The effects of EBT concentration and irradiation time on the 

process efficiency: a – 3D response surface, b – 2D contour plot. 

 

According to Fig.4 the maximum efficacy can be achieved for 

an amount of TiO2 between 1 and 1.25 g/L de and an EBT 

concentration of 10 mg/L. 

The influence of irradiation time and EBT concentration 

upon the photo-decolorization efficacy is presented in Fig. 5.  

As expected, the efficacy raises with the increase of 

irradiation time and with the decrease of EBT concentration.  
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Fig. 6. The effects of irradiation time and amount of catalyst on the 

process efficiency: a – 3D response surface, b – 2D contour plot. 

 

The influence of the third pair of variables (the irradiation 

time and the amount of TiO2) is revealed in Fig. 6. In order to 

reach more than 50% decolorization efficacy at least 1.5 g/L 

TiO2 are required in combination with an irradiation time of at 

least 1600 s.   

Using the RSM based model, the different DE strategies were 

applied. The control parameters considered were: population 

dimension: 30, generations: 20. For the classic approach, the F 

and Cr values were set to 0.5. In case of JADE and SADE, the 

initial F and CR values were set to 0.5 and adapted using the 

specific strategy. Taking into account the stochastic nature of 

the DE algorithm, 10 simulations were performed in each case, 

the most 3 distinct solutions from each case being presented in 

Table II. 

 
TABLE II: THE SOLUTIONS OBTAINED WITH THE 3 DE BASED VARIANTS 

Variant Z1 Z2 Z3 Efficiency (%) 

Classic DE 

1.533 1961.250 0.325 98.901 

1.249 1961.250 0.325 97.853 

0.735 1961.250 0.325 92.924 

JADE 

1.722 1961.250 0.325 98.934 

1.094 1958.317 0.325 96.642 

1.260 1876.835 0.325 93.961 

SADE 

1.706 1961.250 0.325 98.951 

1.480 1961.250 0.325 98.797 

1.301 1961.250 0.325 98.135 

 

The best solution found (in case of Classic DE- 98.9%) was 

experimentally validated, the efficiency obtained being 97.92%.  

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

In this work, EBT was decolorized using a photochemical 

approach. Based on DOE approach, a series of experiments 

were performed with the scope of studying the influence of 

various parameters on the process performance. Moreover, a 

RSM methodology was used to determine the process model 

and to the optimal conditions. In addition, the process was 

further optimized using a bio-inspired metaheuristic represented 

by DE. The results obtained indicated that the DE based 

approaches were able to identify various conditions around the 

global optima that could be used to optimize the process up to 

98.9%. 
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